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* A data management library that provides transparent persistence and datastore agnosticism. * Extremely flexible: it can
persist Java data objects using JDO, XML, JSON, and relational and non-relational datastores, and uses several Java

persistence APIs. * Software defined: it is portable, easy to integrate, customizable, and does not require the use of libraries. *
Scalable: it can integrate with a wide range of datastores (RDBMS, Neo4j, LDAP, Excel (XLS/OOXML), XML, NeoDatis,
JSON, HBase, Amazon S3, GoogleStorage, MongoDB, Cassandra, etc.) * Easy to use: it is released under an open source

license and provides an object model where most of the features are optional. * Its Java data objects offer transparent
persistence and datastore agnosticism, the Java persistence API provides easy persistence to relational and non-relational
datastores. * Its REST API component is available for web-based applications where users need to request objects from a

server and post object updates to the said servers, for later retrieval. DataNucleus Features: + Compatible with all JDO and
JPA specifications + Fully compliant with the JSF specification + Compliant with JPQL, so users do not need to learn a
proprietary query language + Supports the following datastores: RDBMS, Neo4j, LDAP, Excel (XLS/OOXML), XML,
NeoDatis, JSON, HBase, Amazon S3, GoogleStorage, MongoDB, Cassandra, etc. + It can integrate with any Java data

structure (Java data classes) and relational or non-relational datastores + Has a Java persistence API, so users do not need to
learn a proprietary API + Has a REST API component, so users can request objects from a server and post object updates to

the said servers, for later retrieval + Using a Java data class enables transparent persistence of data structures + Makes
persistence and retrieval independent of the data store + Fully compliant with the JSF specification + Enables simple

persistence using the JDO specification + Supports a wide range of datastores (RDBMS, Neo4j, LDAP, Excel (XLS/OOXML),
XML, NeoDatis, JSON, HBase, Amazon S3, GoogleStorage, MongoDB, Cassandra, etc.)
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Secure user authentication using Yubikey cards. Keymanager: Supports a large variety of Yubikey types as well as a number
of authentication backends, including the popular JWT and OATH2 standards, and proprietary methods. The full

implementation of JWT is included as a requirement of the plugin, while the specification and implementation of OATH2 is
partially implemented. The proprietary backends are supported as optional extensions and are not required for an application to
run as a plugin. Installation: The distribution comes packaged as a single archive file (a.zip, if using Java 8 or higher). Simply

extract the files and start coding. Both JAR and EJB jars are provided in the archive, and only the latter can be used as a
plugin, whereas the former are required for the Java Persistence API. It also supports both Maven and Eclipse projects, so users

can select their preferred programming environments. Finally, the plugin is licensed under the Apache License 2.0.
Documentation: Extensive documentation is included in the release. Besides, there is a README.md file in the archive. User

examples are also provided in the distribution. License: Apache License 2.0 GPLv3 Notices: Keymanager: The class
org.datanucleus.api.jdo.datastore.keymanager.support.KeyManagerDataStoreStrategyProvider is GPLv3 licensed.

Keymanager: KeyManager is provided as GPLv3 licensed software. Keymanager: KeyManager is a separate project which can
be used independently of DataNucleus. KeyManager: KeyManager includes and extends the Apache Lucene and Commons

library projects. KeyManager: KeyManager contains parts of the Google Storage library. KeyManager: KeyManager contains
parts of the Google REST API library. Keymanager: The KeyManager Java code uses some Oracle and Google Java libraries

under the GNU General Public License v3. Keymanager: KeyManager uses some Java libraries under the GNU Lesser General
Public License v3. Keymanager: KeyManager uses JNI to call into C and C++ code. KeyManager: KeyManager is licensed

under the Apache 2.0 license. Keymanager: KeyManager is not licensed under the GPL. Keymanager: KeyManager does not
use a GPL library or write to GPL code. KEY 1d6a3396d6
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DataNucleus is a software system providing persistence, object-relational mapping, access to a range of datastores, an in-built
REST API service, remote method invocation, querying support for a wide range of data formats and many other features. It
features an open source code, running as a bundle in the Java platform and targeted to Java 1.5. It is built on the codebase of
Java Persistence API (JPA), the JDO API, and the Java Transaction API (JTA), which are well-known, widely used standards
which the DataNucleus open source distribution meets and extends, providing the main Java programming language with
several features. DataNucleus is available as an archive and as a plug-in for the Eclipse and Maven platforms. It provides data
models, persistence, access to a wide range of datastores, an in-built REST API service, remote method invocation, querying
support for a wide range of data formats, and many other features. It supports all JDO and JPA standards and is compliant with
JPA 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2 API, and with the Enterprise JavaBeans 3.2 standard. It supports the Java Transaction API (JTA), JBoss
Transaction API, Spring Transaction API, and Hibernate. As an archive, DataNucleus is compatible with JRE 1.5 and 1.6. As a
plug-in for the Eclipse platform, DataNucleus can be used to migrate to an IDE which does not support its plug-ins. It also
offers a console-based application to obtain objects in a local database. DataNucleus provides an API for XML, JSON, ODF
and CSV datastores. DataNucleus Description: DataNucleus is a software system providing persistence, object-relational
mapping, access to a wide range of datastores, an in-built REST API service, remote method invocation, querying support for a
wide range of data formats and many other features. It features an open source code, running as a bundle in the Java platform
and targeted to Java 1.5. It is built on the codebase of Java Persistence API (JPA), the JDO API, and the Java Transaction API
(JTA), which are well-known, widely used standards which the DataNucleus open source distribution meets and extends,

What's New In?

Developers for whom data retrieval and persistence are necessary might be on the lookout for a software solution that would
provide such features. DataNucleus' AccessPlatform offers precisely such features, enabling users to benefit from persistence
and retrieval of data for a range of datastores, using a wide variety of APIs, with several similar languages. It supports the
following datastores: RDBMS, Neo4j, LDAP, Excel (XLS/OOXML), XML, NeoDatis, JSON, ODF, HBase, Amazon S3,
GoogleStorage, MongoDB, Cassandra, etc. Featuring an open source code, it is compliant with all JDO and JPA specifications,
providing all mandatory items and the majority of optimal items and value-added extensions. Being deployed as an archive, it
also comes in versions that can be used as plug-ins for the Maven or Eclipse programming environments. Each of the provided
plug-ins are OSGi bundles with a different level of functionality in the overall DataNucleus platform. Users will be able to
select their preferred APIs and access a variety of datastores, thanks to compliance standards provided by DataNucleus. Its
Java data objects offer transparent persistence and datastore agnosticity, the Java persistence API provides easy persistence to
RDBMS datastores and comes packed with its JPQL query language. Finally, its REST API component is available for web-
based applications where users need to request objects from a server and post object updates to the said servers, for later
retrieval.Conventionally, if a mobile terminal located at the position of 100 meters far from the base station of a certain service
provider can continuously receive the service from the base station, the mobile terminal may be called a hard handover (or, a
hard handoff). Thus, in general, when the mobile terminal moves, it is decided whether the mobile terminal continues to
receive the service from the base station according to the signal reception quality of the base station, that is, a radio link
condition. Furthermore, in the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) and the like, as a technique of continuously
maintaining a communication between a mobile terminal and a base station, an idle handover in which handover is executed
without a radio link being broken when the service is not used is provided. In addition, as a technique of reducing power
consumption of a mobile terminal, a sleep handover is proposed. In the sleep handover, if a mobile terminal is out of the
coverage of a base station, the base station shifts the communication to another base station when the communication is
established between the mobile terminal and the base station. The idle handover and the sleep handover are used mainly in a
packet-based wireless communication system. Furthermore, as a technique of enhancing utilization efficiency of radio
resources, a closed subscriber
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System Requirements:

Windows® 7, Windows® 8, or Windows® 8.1; 1.86 GHz Dual Core Processor or better 1 GB of RAM (4 GB for AMD);
OpenGL 2.0+ or Direct3D 9.0+ NVIDIA® GeForce® 8600 GTS, or ATI Radeon™ HD4850/AMD HD4890/AMD R9 270, or
better. 1 GB of VRAM (2 GB for AMD). Be advised that for the best performance, a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 580 or better or
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